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Sarah Krizo
From:

Rosemary Roy [rroy@polandtownoffice.org]

Sent:

Thursday, January 22, 2009 9:57 AM

To:

bec0813@yahoo.com

Cc:

Nicole Pratt; Sarah Krizo; OOB Recreation Gulls; Melissas31@aol.com

Subject: January meeting notes

Very well. Major items - (if I missed anything, those of you who were there, please ad)
We passed a Return Check Policy in order to absorb the fee we are charged
We passed a policy that "participants who are diagnosed with a handicapped be waived from all
performance judging"
We passed a motion to allow Alana to rename the website at a very reasonable cost
Classic - hoping to be held at Noble HS - Melissa and Joellen should know for sure by the end of
today; many areas of the classic were discussed and ideas tossed around on how things could be
handled. I stressed that we look for good prices on everything. Something we should discuss soon
is a budget number for the event. In addition, I requested that Melissa and Joellen send us (via
email) all final recommendations on prices of all items and decisions on all choices so that all
officers can make (together) a final approval. I don't think this should all be on Melissa's shoulders
and she agreed.
One final note on the Classic is and was stressed at the meeting is that we must require volunteer
participation for the days events and at the very least, all officers need to take an active role in
assisting Melissa & Joellen in preparing for the event as well as the day of the event. As we all
know host a regular invitational can be overwhelming enough the Classic can put you out! :-) To
acquire volunteers, I suggested that we require each participating team to submit with their
registration 2 names & numbers of volunteers for the day and if they cannot get volunteers then
they would pay a fee of say $30 so that we could pay say a HS student or Adult to give their time.
This works very well with the State track & field summer program. :-) The consequence would be if
they do not comply to either is that they could not participate.
Next Meeting: February 11th, 6:30PM, LAYCL
Let me know if you have any questions. :-)
Rose

Rosemary E. Roy
Executive Assistant
rroy@polandtownoffice.org
(207)998-4601 Ext. 205
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